2019 Task Force Goals:

1. Continuously learn from others and educate ourselves on key issues, gaps, and needs.
2. Conduct a critical review of current CAV-related activities and offer a path forward for the Charlotte Region, based on digging deeper on specific projects and issue areas.
3. Execute a coordinated approach to how CAVs, integrated with related transportation and land use topics, moves forward among MPOs and other local government staff and leaders in their aspirational plans.
4. Collaborate with regional partners on implementation activities (prioritization, integration into specific planning processes, etc.) with CRAFT/MPOs taking the lead.

2019 Task Force Strategic Focus Areas

- **Education and Outreach**: A strong education component for the future, including prioritization of topics & key audiences to be addressed.
- **ITS-Connected Vehicle Integration**: CV related scope elements to be included in a future regional ITS plan should be defined.
- **Policy guidance framework**: Aid local and regional organizations in the adoption of ACVs, understanding impacts to communities, & integration into long-term planning documents/ processes.
- **Scenario Planning**: Role in supporting modelling for ACVs and learning what value scenario planning can offer a community and region for non-technical stakeholders.